SMALL COMMUNITY TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

As of October 16, 2020, the travel restriction to the Village of Kotlik has been extended to November 30, 2020.

This order is applicable since Kotlik is an Alaska Community that is not on the road system and has a population smaller than 3,000 people.

All travelers must obtain permission to travel and to leave Kotlik. Those obtaining or providing an essential service (Ex: Emergency first responders, law enforcement acting within their official duties, Office of Children’s Services personnel, or residents returning to the resident’s home that show no symptoms of COVID-19) that requires you to be in the Village of Kotlik, you are required to obtain permission form the Village of Kotlik Tribe Their numbers and contact information are listed below.

All travelers must have a written permission to come into Kotlik and to leave Kotlik this includes residents and all passengers.

Kotlik Tribal Administrator, Pauline Okitkun (907)899-4836, or (907)899-2123

Kotlik Tribal Logistics Coordinator, Trisha Savetilik (907)899-4326/4836